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• Displacement and Strain Fields
Damage in Fiberous Composites
•Whitnev and Neusimer Model
• Strains'as an indicator
• Failure Criteria as an Evaluation Tool
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Use Strains as Indicator of Damage
Use Control Load
Concept: Measure strains, generate Tsai-Hill failure map
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Scotchply
1 - 256 pixels _ 40 pixels - 0.156 in
So cdticaldistanceisappropdme.
However, damageisgenerallycomplexs[ress-strmnstate!















(b) Transverse Displacement v







(a) Axial Strain E x
Cy
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FIGURE S. FAILURE FI..'NL--FION (F') FOR MYI..-kR INCLUSION.
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E 9. GREY LEVEL FAILLrRE FUNCTION (F) FOR MYLAR INCLUSI






(a) Axial Displacement u
LO^O
(b) Transverse Displacement v




(a) Axial Strain Cx
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(b) Transverse Strain Cy
FIGURE 12. STRAINS AWAY FROM THE INCLUSION.
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FIGUrRE 13. FAILURE FUNCTION (F) FIELDS AWAY FROM _ INCLUSION.
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(a) Axial Strain c x
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(b) Transverse Strain Cy
FIGURE 16. STRAINS FOR SPECIMEN WITH SLIT THROUGH BACK 0 ° PLY.
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FIGURE 18. GREY LEVEL PRESENTATION OF FAILURE FLrNCTION FOR
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FIGURE 23. MAXIbff.TM FAILURE FUNCTION (F) FOR IMPACTED
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l STRAINS CAN BE PROCESSED THROUGH TSAI-HILL FAILURE
t CRITERIA TO QUANTIFY DAMAGE
S'TATISTICAL DATA B_E MUST BE GENERATED TO EVALUATE
i CERTAINTY OF DAMAGE ESTIMATE
1
.I SrTF_ EFFECTS NEED CONSIDERATION
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